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Amanda Bryant has been a spy for five long years, but when aliens suddenly appear claiming a

deadly enemy threatens Earth's very survival, Amanda is asked by her superiors to accept the most

dangerous mission of her life...volunteer to be an alien's bride, to share the strange warrior's bed

and then betray him.Accepting the assignment, Amanda is processed as the first Interstellar Bride

and transported halfway across the galaxy to her new mate's battleship where she awakens to

discover she has been matched to not just one huge Prillon warrior, but two.Shocked by her craving

for the touch of two dominant alpha males, Amanda attempts to hide her body's immediate reaction

to Commander Grigg and his second, Rav. Resistance is futile as her new mates expect to control

every aspect of her life, and her pleasure, and neither will hesitate to deliver a thorough and

embarrassing spanking should she disobey their sensual commands, or resist a complex and

deeply arousing series of medical exams designed to ensure her sexual readiness for their

claiming.Seduced and cherished by two alpha alien warriors who hide nothing from her, Amanda

quickly comes to realize that the threat to Earth is very real. When she witnesses a battle with the

enemy and the resulting death of a highly respected warrior, she knows she must tell her mates the

truth and hope they can forgive her for her duplicity before it's too late.Loyalties will be tested as

Amanda fights the most important battle of her life. How can she protect the warriors she has grown

to love and save the people of Earth from making a terrible mistake? Will her human contacts

believe her when, with every touch, every look, they will see just how thoroughly she has been

mastered by her mates?Publisher's Note: Mastered by Her Mates is a stand-alone prequel novel set

in the same world as Assigned a Mate, Mated to the Warriors, Claimed by Her Mates, Taken by Her

Mates, and Mated to the Beast. It is an erotic romance novel that includes sexual scenes, spankings

and more and is intended for an adult audience. If such material offends you, please do not buy this

book.
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Wow what a great story. It was wonderful learning how the Interstellar Bride Program started. The

world building is so unique and fascinating. I have read the whole series and each one just keeps

getting better and better. I love sci-fi because the author can create worlds that are so much more

interesting than our own world. They can improve our world or highlight Earth's poor choices. Ms.

Goodwin has created a wonderful world that is extremely advanced in many areas but is still

working to improve. I love the way Earth is described in all its sad arrogance. The characters are

well developed and the reader is completely engaged with the various personalities involved. The

relationships are so hot the reader needs a fan or ice (although ice melts too quickly with this level

of heat). Ms. Goodwin has really outdone herself. Can't wait to see what is next.

Amanda Bryant a spy for five years, after aliens appear claiming the deadly â€œHiveâ€• threatens

Earth's survival Amanda volunteers as the first Interstellar Bride to a Prillion Warrior, she is

transported to her mates battleship, she is matched to two Prillion males.Amanda finds herself

attracted to the two dominant males, Commander Grigg and his second Doctor Conrav â€œRavâ€•

show her untold pleasure, she is punished if she lies to them there can be only truth, and their

mating collars tell all.Amanda is shocked to find that they know of her subterfuge; however their

match was 99% so they know they were made for each other. Her loyalty to her mates and her

home planet of Earth will be tested. She stands before her fellow Soldiers, Special Forces,

Spyâ€™s, Rangers and explains that they have been lied to, evidence of the â€œHiveâ€•, live

footage of â€œHiveâ€• infected soldiers/pilots, cadavers after unsuccessful attempted removal of

their units that they have watched had already been with Earths officials for weeks.She needs these



soldiers from Earth on their return to their own planet to spread the truth, to ensure that future

volunteers have all the facts enabling them to fight for Earths very survival as part of the coalition,

everyone living there must understand that their planet and its entire population would be consumed

by the â€œHiveâ€• forces in a matter of weeks.This was a very consuming read, once started it was

impossible to put down the Interstellar Bride Program and subsequent books continue to enthral as

Grace never fails to write a book that is as different from its predecessor as â€œchalk is to

cheeseâ€•. She is quite literally a font of untapped ideas; her characters are strong and dominant

with an attractive amount of sensitivity and vulnerability on the side.

Do you like your sex hot and your men even hotter? Then you came to the right book. I have adored

the Interstellar Brides ever since I read Assigned A Mate. Now to see how everything got started is

fabulous! More, please give us MORE!!!!!!!!

I really enjoy this series. Once again we get a set of Prillon warriors and their human bride. While I

liked this prequel to the series, it is short. This story does not have the intrigue/danger of the other

stories I have read from this series. It gives the story of how Earth was first contacted by the

Coalition and the first Bride that was processed. The book could have used a little more time with an

editor to reduce typos and solve some of the plot holes. I would like to see another Atlan warrior (as

this is the third Prillon out of 6 books).

Wonderful story great heroes and heroine very spicy but very tasteful this is yet another book of

Graces that I will read again and again This whole series of interstellar Brides I hope will go on and

on to me Grace has endless possibilities although I love all the alien species she has introduced to

us already if you love tasteful erotica and romance and have not read this series I suggest you read

them all You won't be disappointed

I just love this series.This is the story of Amanda,Griggs and Rav. Amanda joins the interstellar

bridal program as a spy for earth. She doesn't expect the feelings that she feels for the two aliens.I

just love this series with every book it just keeps getting better.I hope that Miss Goodwin will give

warden egara another chance in the bridal program. I would give more then five stars if I could.it

was thanks good.lol

I loved this story. It was as good as the first book. So many series have a great beginning but they



slowly go down hill from there. This series is the opposite all of the books are equally interesting,

compelling and just really hot!!!! Grace Goodwin is always an automatic buy for me.

I loved this book!!! I loved getting a bit of Warden Egara's back story. I hope we get her story

eventually. This book delves into the suspicions that earth has about the aliens and let's you see

more of the fighting of the hive than we've seen before. There were a few typos but not enough to

keep me from reading!
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